University of Birmingham
Apply online
Applications for 2015/16 academic year are now open. Please note there has been a recent change to the process of accommodation allocations for
2015/16, removing the 'first come-first served' allocation orderering system, replacing it with a random and more equal order of allocation.
Further details and an explanation for the rationale for this change can be found on our allocating accommodation
(/postgraduate/accommodation/Apply-for-accommodation/allocation.aspx) page.
Please apply online (https://studentaccomodation.bham.ac.uk/StarRezPortal/Default.aspx) . Please ensure you apply for the correct year and
student type to ensure your application is processed correctly.
If you are unable to log into the application system for any reason, for example due to not having your Student ID number available, and the Guarantee
deadline is imminent (see below), then please email living@contacts.bham.ac.uk before the deadline passes and if we are not able to assist you
immediately (for example if our office is closed), your application can be backdated to ensure it is date stamped within the deadline.

Guarantee deadlines for 2015 / 16
The University guarantees accommodation in University owned or third party owned accommodation to students who meet certain criteria. Further information can be
found on our Guarantee Schemes (/postgraduate/accommodation/guarantee.aspx) page. The application deadline is below.

Postgraduate Guarantee deadline
International students (including EU students) - 31 July 2015
UK postgraduate students aren't guaranteed a place, but you're welcome to apply for accommodation at the University. Where we have vacancies we will offer these
rooms and if we do not have accommodation within our own stock we will advise on suitable alternative options.

Remember...
If you apply for accommodation before the deadline, your accommodation will usually be
allocated during July & August.
If you’re a late applicant we can’t guarantee you accommodation but we will do our best to assist you. Where we have vacancies we will offer these rooms and if we do not
have accommodation within our own stock we will advise on suitable alternative options.
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